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get a mentor
your mental health will

thank you!
Navigating the trials of life in a quickly
changing, increasingly online world offers
immense difficulties. 

Believe it or not, there are people out there
that want to help you succeed (and I'm not
just talking about your mom). 

Getting a mentor allows one on one contact
with someone that has been in your shoes.
These individuals can aid you in more than
career advice, but also how to have a
successful, happy life and how to properly
balance your professional and work life.
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The last thing I want to do is write
this email...

Simple enough task... right? 

Even writing a standard email can become a
daunting task when you're burned out. 

Why?

Cognitive impairments regarding attention,
memory, executive function (to name a few)
are common symptoms of burnout. 

Every working professional has felt this at
some point. It can leave you feeling defeated
and unqualified. Adding a mentor to your life
can alleviate some of this tension and aid you
in navigating these feelings. 
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SPOILER: burnout does not
occur over night

Have you started to feel like you simply wake up
stressed out? 

Do you often think back to a time when you looked
forward to Monday's?

Burnout occurs over an extended period of time
and often goes unnoticed. High levels of burnout
and a reduced quality of life have a direct
correlation. 

Individuals often feel alone when dealing with their
burnout - this is not the way to go!

Don't be afraid to ask friends, coworkers or family
how they have successfully navigated their
burnout and find what works for you

Click the link above and check out the comments
to see how real people are feeling about this issue!
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to quit or not to quit...

Yes, sometimes quitting your position and
finding something more suitable is the
appropriate response to dealing with
burnout. HOWEVER, it is not the only
route.

1) Identify 1-3 things that you used to love
about your job and detach by developing
those skills at work or outside of work.

2) Find employee resource groups at work

3) Find a community engagement outside
of work
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what is an employee-
centric culture?

How can you as an EMPLOYER create a
space which combats employee burnout?

Jared Allmond, a culture coordinator and
employee advocate tells all.

He coins the word "Pit" to describe the
main employee space. He explains how
important it is for management to get to
know those within the workspace. This can
be as simple as asking their favourite
music or outside hobbies. 

Click the link above to watch the 60
second clip and learn more!
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wellness shots: the Pfizer of the wellness
world

Do I have enough policies or
guidelines to refer to when I do
my work?
Am I working  under very vague
instructions or regulations?

Is there enough time to deal
with tasks that must be done for
the day?.
Am I working for a long time and
not taking breaks? 

Do you have the autonomy and
discretion or are you being
micromanaged?
Do you have a fair amount of
autonomy at work?

To prevent burnout pay close
attention to job demands that
predict burnout for example: 

Is the role ambiguous, 

Is the workload unmanageable?  

Does the role have autonomy 

Jeddy Wellness // Wellness Shots // sjeddywellness // Sumana F Jeddy (MPH)

Can you depend on your
supervisors when the job gets
more difficult?
Are your supervisors helping
you deal with difficult situations?

Is the supervisor providing
guidance and feedback? 
Are they a mentor/a coach?
How is their open-door policy?

Are you getting constructive
feedback and improvement on a
regular basis?
Do you feel supported to grow
and develop in the role? 

When looking for ways to combat
jobs demands identify job resources
that will improve/increase work
engagement for example:

Social support from colleagues 

A high-quality relationship with the
supervisor

Regular feedback

When job demands are high and job resources are low,
stress and burnout increase



upcoming
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February 6: Burnout Workshop 
*Discounted price 
Click Here to find out more!

Jeddy Wellness self-paced learning coming
soon...

Missed one of the recent wellness
articles? No problem, they're right here:

Article 1: Burnout in the Modern Context

Article 2: New Skill Unlocked: Grit 2.0

Article 3: Fine a Mentor, Your Wellness Will
Thank You

Click for more *FREE* resources

Interested in learning more? Check out my
most recent podcast on Spotify!

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/76vT0SEQTH9CWW0Igh3Eyc?si=9NjTRLMCSMKdF3fe9gxF-w&utm_source=copy-link
https://sumanajeddy.com/lifeafterburnout/
https://medium.com/@SumanaJeddy/burnout-in-the-modern-context-95e320d29d0b
https://medium.com/@SumanaJeddy/new-skill-unlocked-grit-2-0-d4c307829c92
https://medium.com/@SumanaJeddy/find-a-mentor-your-wellness-will-thank-you-4cca6f933949
https://linktr.ee/sjeddywellness


We're making the 2nd Annual Workplace Wellness Summit event even bigger and
better FOR YOU! The Workplace Wellness Summit Committee is excited to share
that 𝐫𝐞𝐠𝐢𝐬𝐭𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧𝐬 𝐰𝐢𝐥𝐥 𝐛𝐞 𝐚𝐯𝐚𝐢𝐥𝐚𝐛𝐥𝐞 𝐢𝐧 𝐅𝐞𝐛𝐫𝐮𝐚𝐫𝐲 𝐟𝐨𝐫 𝐤𝐞𝐲𝐧𝐨𝐭𝐞 𝐬𝐩𝐞𝐚𝐤𝐞𝐫𝐬 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝐞𝐱𝐩𝐞𝐫𝐭 𝐩𝐚𝐧𝐞𝐥
𝐦𝐞𝐦𝐛𝐞𝐫𝐬! 

This is for YOU if...

You are an insightful and passionate thought leader in the area of workplace
wellness, this summit is FOR YOU!

You want to rethink or are curious about employee wellness, leadership,
engagement, culture, wellness trends, DEIB in the workplace, humanizing wellness,
psychological safety and mental health in the workplace, and more, this summit is
FOR YOU!

You want to contribute to the Summit's strategic aims, we'd be delighted to have you
join us as a 𝗪𝐨𝐫𝐤𝐩𝐥𝐚𝐜𝐞 𝗪𝐞𝐥𝐥𝐧𝐞𝐬𝐬 𝐒𝐮𝐦𝐦𝐢𝐭 𝐀𝐦𝐛𝐚𝐬𝐬𝐚𝐝𝐨𝐫.

Send us an email, with the subject line "Ambassador"

to workplacewellnessclub@gmail.com

mailto:workplacewellnessclub@gmail.com


If you (like myself) spend too much time
staring at a screen, you are unwillingly

fatiguing yourself. 
 

This is why I have partnered up with
*medically rated* blue light blockers

Ocushield

SLEEP something we
all need

combined with protection to
your eyes, skin and harmful
blue light... how could any of

us resist?

Interested? Click the logo below

https://www.ocushield.com/?rfsn=6371998.c4372a&utm_source=refersion&utm_medium=affiliate&utm_campaign=6371998.c4372a&currency=CAD


where you can find me:

don't be afraid to seek help
For serious mental and/or physical health concerns please
seek medical and/or  psychological help immediately.
Please contact your local mental health support line.  

Supporting you with

Fresh and relevant evidence-based content and Wellness Shots
Exclusive Programs that are designed for you. 
1:1 consultations are available for February 2022.  

https://www.tiktok.com/@sjeddywellness?lang=en
https://www.instagram.com/sjeddywellness/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sumana-fathima/

